Synaptic development in macaque monkey retina and its implications for other developmental sequences.
New and existing data are presented regarding synaptic development in primate retina with the aims to identify the sequence in which individual cell types form synapses in the inner plexiform (IPL) and outer plexiform (OPL) layers; to compare synaptic development sequences in cone-dominated fovea and rod-dominated peripheral retina; to compare synaptic formation with other aspects of cell differentiation; and to explore the possible roles for synapses in development. The first synapses are formed in the foveal IPL by bipolar axons at fetal day 55, followed at fetal day 60 by cone ribbon synapses. Amacrine synapses in the foveal IPL only appear in significant numbers at fetal day 88. In peripheral retina amacrine synapses are formed at fetal day 78, bipolar at 99, and photoreceptors at 105. Thus, the fovea forms the first synapses and the IPL matures before the OPL across the retina, but the fovea has a different bipolar/amacrine sequence than peripheral retina. Foveal synapses are present before many photoreceptor-specific proteins such as opsins can be detected, suggesting that some phenotypic information from the inner retina could influence the direction of photoreceptor development. The early synaptic development in the fovea may serve an important mechanical role during subsequent cell migrations that form the mature foveal pit and tightly packed cone foveola.